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 “Click, click, click…” 

Five minutes later, fine cracks began to appear on the surface of the alchemy furnace, 

which had obviously reached its endurance limit. 

The flames driven by mystical pure energy’s true energy were extremely hot, and even 

a high-grade alchemy furnace couldn’t withstand it. 

“Dustin! The alchemy furnace is about to explode!” Grace’s expression changed slightly, 

and she quickly warned. 

Dustin said nothing and continued to stimulate pure mystical energy, his expression 

extremely serious. 

The flames under the furnace were still fierce and showed no signs of weakening. 

Ten more breaths finally overwhelmed the trembling pill furnace, causing it to explode 

with a “bang”. 

For a while, debris and smoke flew everywhere. 

Dustin, who was at the center of the explosion, shook his body, and his protective 

energy burst out, isolating all the debris. 

Immediately afterwards, a scene that shocked Grace occurred. 

Although the alchemy furnace exploded, Dustin had no intention of stopping. Instead, 

he used his mystical, pure energy to construct an alchemy furnace out of thin air. 

True energy, both empty and real, completely transformed this translucent alchemy 

furnace. 

There would also be a slight color change when roasted by flames. 

Grace took a closer look and found an irregular purple pill floating in the pill furnace. 



The remaining liquid medicine in the furnace quickly gathered together, constantly filling 

with purple elixirs. 

After three more breaths, the purple elixir finally took shape. 

“It’s done!” 

Dustin’s eyes lit up, and he suddenly shot out, directly piercing the pill furnace and then 

grabbing the purple pill. 

While holding the elixir, the elixir furnace dissipated into a breeze, and the flames under 

the furnace disappeared instantly. 

“Huh——!” 

Dustin let out a long breath, and before he knew it, he was sweating profusely. 

Using elixir to fuel the flames already consumes a lot of energy. Finally, to avert the 

furnace’s explosion from destroying the elixir, 

He directly used all his true energy to create an alchemy furnace out of thin air. 

In this way, the consumption was even greater. 

If it weren’t for his deep foundation, he wouldn’t be able to support it. 

Fortunately, in the end, the elixir was successfully refined, and his hard work was not in 

vain. 

“Quick! Go rescue people immediately!” 

Without any time to rest, Dustin collected the elixirs and went straight to the Celestial 

Alliance’s lakeside villa with Grace. 

 


